2. Kin 203, Blue Galactic Night Moon, 8th moon 7 Storm Year (7 February 6 March 2013), Recollection of the Power of the Second day of Creation,
"Galactic Abundance
Kin 203: BLUE GALACTIC NIGHT
I harmonize in order to dream
Modeling intuition
I seal the input of abundance
With the galactic tone of integrity
I am guided by the power of accomplishment
I am a galactic activation portal enter me
Year of the Blue Resonant Storm (2012-2013) Shambhala on the Earth. The Cycle close
s as rainbow of Universal Wisdom-OMA
16 Telektonon Year of the Cube of the Law
Cube 16: The Warrior
Realm of the 9° Lord of Time: Guardian of ON=144.000
16 Wavespell of the Warrior from Kin 196 to Kin 208: Power of Intelligence
Kin 203, Blue Galactic Night, is the eight step of the Wavespell of The Yellow Magnetic
Warrior - 16 wavespell of the 16 cube of the law year- and represents the Galactic Moo
n of the Hawk. Moon of Integrity. Do I really live what I do believe in?
The warrior lives in integrity, modelling his intelligence and courage through the abund
ance of his dreams. The warrior recollects the power of the second day of creation, "gala
ctic abundance"
Kin 203, Blue Galactic Night is the Second Mystic Moon of the 7 Moons that occur bef
ore the synchronization with the Galaxy..
Archangels of Aura-Soma related to this Second Mystic Moon are Metatron, Clear/
Deep Magenta and Archangel Haniel, Iridescent Pale Blue/Deep Magenta. In orde
r to ascend we need to bring light into our shadow, rescue our trust in the higher se
lf and the divine plan and its abundance, feel the protection and go through a galac
tic night. We start dreaming what awaits for us at the end of the tunnel.

